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ABSTRACT

Due to the increasing complexity of systems on which telemetry is used, the method of
embedding a data stream within the main PCM data stream is becoming a popular means
of acquiring subsystem data. However, this technique increases the complexity of the
decommutating requirement in that the embedded stream must first be extracted from the
main stream and then decommutated. One obvious solution would be to re-serialize the
extracted data stream to be decommutated by a second set of frame and subframe
synchronizers. This method suffers from increased system cost due to the additional
hardware needed solely to support the embedded data stream. This paper will address an
alternate method developed by Loral Instrumentation and an actual application at General
Dynamics, Convair Division. This technique decommutates asynchronous embedded data
streams via standard algorithms in a data compressor.

INTRODUCTION

In an effort to reduce the complexity of the data acquisition from a vehicle, more than one
data stream are often used. However, this approach requires additional hardware in what
is often very limited vehicle space. It also requires a higher bandwidth to transmit multiple
independent streams than it did a single stream. For these reasons, a method of
transmitting “Embedded Data Streams” within a main, or primary, data stream was
developed.

An Embedded Data Stream is a stream whose entire content (including Frame Sync and
Subframe Sync) is contained in predefined word locations within a Primary Data Stream
(see Figure 1). The frame length and the frames per major frame of the embedded stream
bear no relationship to the primary stream; therefore, the two streams can be



asynchronous. However, the streams are not completely independent; the decommutation
system must be locked onto the primary stream before the embedded stream can be
extracted. In addition, the embedded date rate cannot be faster than the primary data rate.
Although this data acquisition method increases the complexity of the decommutation
system, flexibility is more affordable there than on the vehicle under test.

The straight forward approach for decommutating Embedded Data Streams requires
capturing the Primary Data Stream word locations containing the embedded stream (see
Figure 2). This is done with one set of frame and subframe synchronizers. The captured
words are then serially routed to a second set of frame and subframe synchronizers. This
may require additional hardware to interface the second set of synchronizers with the first
set (such as the Parallel to Serial Converter shown in Figure 2). The disadvantage of this
approach is the cost and space associated with the added hardware.

A software approach for decommutating Embedded Data Streams requires no more
hardware than that used for the primary stream decommutation, thus saving space and
reducing cost. The disadvantage of a software approach as opposed to hardware is
speed.

A SOFTWARE APPROACH

Loral Instrumentation, in conjunction with General Dynamics, Convair Division, has
developed a set of software algorithms that decommutate asynchronous Embedded Data
Streams. The Algorithms are supported by a Data Compressor using a high speed bit-
slice processor. These decommutation algorithms are called: Frame Sync, Frame
Distribution, SFID Sync, and SFID Distribution. Figure 3 shows the relationship between
these algorithms, and the following paragraphs describe their functions.

Once the telemetry decommutation system locks onto the Primary Data Stream, the words
containing the Embedded Data Stream are captured. These words are routed to the Frame
Sync algorithm. The algorithm performs the bit recognition functions that identify the
embedded frame sync pattern. This, in turn, identifies the word boundaries within the
embedded minor frames. The algorithm also allows you to determine the threshold
conditions for letting the embedded data pass for further processing. In other words, you
use the algorithm to define the frame sync pattern, number of words per minor frame,
synchronization strategy, and data pass qualifier. The output is a 2-bit word indicating the
frame synchronization status as follows:

SEARCH 00
VERIFY 01
CHECK 10
LOCK 11



The result of the Frame Sync Algorithm (the 2-bit status word) is then sent, together with
the captured embedded data, to the Frame Distribution algorithm. The status word must
be equal to or greater than the data pass qualifier for the frame distribution to continue.
For example, if you specify the LOCK condition for the data pass qualifier, the frame
distribution will only continue when the 2-bit status word is LOCK (11). However, if you
specify the VERIFY condition for the data pass qualifier, the frame distribution will
continue when the status word is LOCK (11), CHECK (10), or VERIFY (01), but not
when the status word is SEARCH (00). The Frame Distribution algorithm defines each
data word within an embedded frame. You use the algorithm to define the bits per word
(BPW), word location, and word increment (for supercommuted data) for the minor
frame block of the embedded stream. The data word containing the subframe
synchronization (SFID counter) is sent to the SFID Sync algorithm. Other data words are
sent to the SFID Distribution algorithm.

The SFID Sync algorithm performs subframe synchronization using the Subframe I.D.
(SFID) counter technique. The SFID word location is identified via the Frame Distribution
algorithm, as described in the preceding paragraph. You use the SFID algorithm to define
the SFID counter (least significant bit location, start count, count direction), number of
frames per major frame, synchronization strategy, and data pass qualifier. The output is a
2-bit word indicating the subframe synchronization status (SEARCH, VERIFY, CHECK,
OR LOCK). The status word and the data pass qualifier are used to determine whether to
continue the SFID distribution. This functions the same as the Frame Sync algorithm’s
status word.

The result of the SFID SYNC algorithm (the 2-bit status word) is sent, together with
output of the Frame Distribution algorithm, to the SFID Distribution algorithm. This
algorithm uniquely identifies word locations within the embedded stream’s major frame
block. You use the algorithm to define the bits per word (BPW), frame location, and
frame increment (for subcommutated data). The output of this algorithm are defined
parallel data words.

To summarize, two algorithms (Frame Sync and SFID Sync) support synchronization of
the Embedded Data Stream, and two algorithms (Frame Distribution and SFID
Distribution) support data identification and distribution.

AN APPLICATION

General Dynamics, Convair Division, used a Primary and Embedded Data Stream
technique for telemetering missile system data. The Primary Data Stream contains various
vehicle systems data (primarily analog), while the embedded stream contains digital
guidance subsystem data. The characteristics of the Primary Data Stream are:



Bit Rate 44 Kbps, NRZ-L
Minor Frames/Major Frame 16
Words/Minor Frame 44
Bits/Word 10
Major Frame Period 160 milliseconds
Most Significant Bit Alignment First in bit stream

The embedded (guidance) data is interlaced into the Primary Data Stream in 7 sequential
words (Word Locations 8 through 14) within every minor frame (see Figure 4). This
means 70 bits in each primary stream’s minor frame belong to the Embedded Data
Stream. However, the Embedded Data Stream contains 16-bit words (not the 10-bit
words of the Primary Data Stream). The guidance system inputs just 3 actual data words
of 16-bits each (for a total of 48 bits) during each minor frame period of the primary
stream. The remaining 22 bits are divided into filler words (two 5-bit and two 6-bit)
containing alternating ones and zeros.

This maintains the 44 words per minor frame of the primary stream. The characteristics of
the Embedded Data Stream are:

Bit Rate 4.8 Kbps, NRZ-L
Minor Frames/Major Frame 3
Words/minor Frame 50
Bits/Word 16
Major Frame Period 500 milliseconds
Most Significant Bit Alignment Last in bit stream

Decommutation of the Embedded Data Stream begins after the decommutation system
locks onto the Primary Data Stream. The words containing the Embedded Data Stream
are extracted from the primary stream. These words are then routed to the Frame Sync
algorithm, which performs frame synchronization on the embedded stream. The frame
sync pattern number of words per minor frame, sync strategy, and data pass qualifier are
defined by this algorithm. The output is a 2-bit word indicating the frame synchronization
status (SEARCH, VERIFY, CHECK, or LOCK).

The Frame Distribution algorithm is then used to identify all fifty 16-bit words within the
embedded stream’s minor frame. Supercommutated data does not appear at a regular
interval, so word incrementing is not used. Names are given to each minor frame word
location (such as MBEDDED WD1 through MBEDDED WD50). MBEDDED WD1
contains the SFID subframe counter in this application.



The SFID Sync algorithm gathers MBEDDED WD1 to perform subframe
synchronization. The counter is defined by this algorithm (least significant bit location,
start count, and count direction); also defined are the number of frames per major frame,
sync strategy, and data pass qualifier. The output is a 2-bit word indicating the subframe
synchronization status (SEARCH, VERIFY, CHECK, or LOCK).

Finally, the SFID Distribution algorithm is used to uniquely define each subcommutated
word location with the major frame. The bits per word (BPW) are redefined here on an
individual parameter basis (some of the data words are less than 16 bits wide). At this
point, both the Primary and Embedded Data Streams are decommutated. Individual data
words may be displayed, stored, or included in further data processing.

CONCLUSION

The benefits of a software approach for decommutating Embedded Data Streams are
hardware reduction (cost and space savings and increased decommutation system
flexibility).

At General Dynamics, Convair Division, mainframe computer software was written to
extract embedded data from a Primary Data Stream. However, this used computer time
and lacked portability. Loral Instrumentation, in conjunction with General Dynamics, has
developed specialized algorithms within the ADS 100, a telemetry acquisition and
processing system, to decommutate asynchronous Embedded Data Streams.



Figure 1.  Example of an Embedded Data Stream



Figure 2. Asynchronous Embedded Data Stream Decommutation
Selected words from the primary data stream are serially sent
to a second set of frame/subframe synchronizers.

Figure 3.  Four Algorithms Used to Decommutate
Asynchronous Embedded Data Streams
There are two algorithms for frame/subframe synchronization,
and two for identification/distribution.



Figure 4.  Actual Application at General Dynamics, Convair
The embedded guidance data stream is asynchronous to the
primary data stream.


